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Synopsis

In December 2005, Daniel McGowan was arrested by Federal agents in a nationwide sweep of radical environmentalists involved with the Earth Liberation Front-- a group the FBI has called America’s “number one domestic terrorism threat.”

For years, the ELF—operating in separate anonymous cells without any central leadership—had launched spectacular arsons against dozens of businesses they accused of destroying the environment: timber companies, SUV dealerships, wild horse slaughterhouses, and a $12 million ski lodge at Vail, Colorado.

With the arrest of Daniel and thirteen others, the government had cracked what was probably the largest ELF cell in America and brought down the group responsible for the very first ELF arsons in this country.

IF A TREE FALLS: A STORY OF THE EARTH LIBERATION FRONT tells the remarkable story of the rise and fall of this ELF cell, by focusing on the transformation and radicalization of one of its members.

Part coming-of-age tale, part cops-and-robbers thriller, the film interweaves a verite chronicle of Daniel on house arrest as he faces life in prison, with a dramatic recounting of the events that led to his involvement with the group. And along the way it asks hard questions about environmentalism, activism, and the way we define terrorism.

Drawing from striking archival footage -- much of it never before seen -- and intimate interviews with ELF members, and with the prosecutor and detective who were chasing them, IF A TREE FALLS explores the tumultuous period from 1995 until early 2001 when environmentalists were clashing with timber companies and law enforcement, and the word “terrorism” had not yet been altered by 9/11.
On a cold December day about five years ago, my wife came home from work and told me that four Federal agents had entered her office and arrested one of her employees—Daniel McGowan—for “eco-terrorism.”

We were shocked. I had met Daniel through my wife, and he did not fit my expectation of what an “eco-terrorist” would be like. He had grown up in Rockaway, Queens, was the son of a N.Y. cop, and had been a business major in college.

How had someone like him found himself facing life in prison for terrorism? Was it accurate to use the word “terrorism” to describe property destruction in which no one was hurt? What was this shadowy group, the ELF? How had it formed and why? What could make someone decide that arson was a reasonable response to environmental problems? Sam Cullman (Cinematographer/Co-director) and I decided to find out.

At first we thought it might be a short film, but the more we dug in, the more interesting it became. There’s a saying that the deeper you go, the muddier the water gets, and I think this was true for us.

Everywhere we looked, our expectations were challenged. Characters said the opposite of what we expected. People who we thought might be fanatical—on one on side or the other—turned out to be thoughtful. Things we thought would be clear, were actually quite complex. And there were no easy heroes or villains.

When I began editing the film with Matt Hamachek, we tried to build those moments of surprise into the film and give the audience the same experience we had—an unsettling ride that shifts your sympathies and leaves you with a more nuanced view of the world.

Right after Daniel’s arrest, when we were considering making a film on the ELF, we couldn’t believe that no one had ever made one before. But once we began working on it, we discovered one reason why. Getting access was an enormous challenge. Many of the subjects were facing life in prison as we were shooting, and the high stakes made people understandably skittish about going on camera. They had also seen the way that media sensationalized their crimes and branded them terrorists, and they didn’t want to risk that happening again. The prosecutor, the detective, and the arson victims were also reluctant to talk with us at first. They didn’t want to get sandbagged by a filmmaker with an agenda who would edit their words out of context.

But we were patient (spending four years shooting the film), persistent, and honest with people, and eventually we won their trust. I’m not that interested in movies that just set up straw men to knock down. I’d rather let strong arguments and powerful characters bang up against each other, and see what happens. And I like allowing the audience’s sympathy to really shift around during the film—sometimes in a way that makes them uncomfortable.

IF A TREE FALLS is a film that asks questions more than it answers them. And by the end of it, I think the audience is left not with a single, easily directed feeling of outrage—though there is plenty of outrage in the story. But instead they are left with an uneasy sense that things are more complicated than they seem from the surface.
“Where Are They Now” Updates

At the end of the film, Daniel was placed in a special “Communications Management Unit” (CMU) built to hold terrorists in Marion Illinois. Prisoners there are allowed one 15-minute phone call per week and one visit per month which takes place through a glass partition.

In March 2010, the Center for Constitutional Rights initiated a lawsuit on behalf of Daniel and other inmates at the CMU where he was being held. The lawsuit challenged the policies and conditions at the CMUs—both in Terre Haute, Indiana, and Marion, Illinois.

At around the same time our production requested permission to interview Daniel in prison, but the request was denied by the Bureau of Prisons, which said “an interview would interfere with the safety and security needs of the institution.”

Eight months later, Daniel was moved out of the CMU and into the general population of US Penitentiary in Marion, which is where he is currently.

Not all of the ELF participants who received the “Terrorism Enhancement” were placed in CMUs, and the Bureau of Prisons has never explained how it decides who should be assigned to such a unit.

Daniel will be eligible for release on June 5, 2013. Suzanne Savoie was recently released into a halfway house. And Jake Ferguson, remains out of prison, on probation.

After twenty years as an Assistant U.S. Attorney, Kirk Engdall will be retiring in July.

Detective Greg Harvey is now focused on criminal street gangs, but he still is involved with domestic terrorism cases as they come up.

Today, anonymous, autonomous cells of the Earth Liberation Front continue to operate in the United States and around the world, though with much less frequency than in years past.
Background: Notable Moments in the Environmental Movement

-1892. John Muir co-founds the Sierra Club. Over the course of his life, Muir would successfully lobby Congress and the White House to protect Yosemite and Sequoia National Parks.

-1972. The environmental and anti-nuclear organization, Don’t Make a Wave Committee, changes its name to Greenpeace. The group popularizes the use of “direct action” by sailing into nuclear test zones, disrupting whaling efforts and occupying coal facilities. In one landmark case, Greenpeace activists paint a message on a 500-foot smokestack at a British coal power station. They are acquitted when they argue in court that their actions were legally justified because they would help prevent climate change, which would cause far more damage around the world. In 1985 French intelligence services plant a bomb on the Greenpeace ship, The Rainbow Warrior, to prevent it from interfering with French nuclear testing. The ship is destroyed and one crew-member is killed in the attack; the agents plead guilty and serve just over two years in prison.

-1975. Edward Abbey publishes The Monkey Wrench Gang, a novel about four friends who decide to sabotage polluters and developers using vandalism—or “monkey wrenching.” The book becomes an inspiration to frustrated environmentalists and popularizes the term (and concept) of “monkey-wrenching.”

-1980. Dave Forman, Mike Roselle, and disaffected members of the mainstream environmental movement found Earth First! (The exclamation point is part of the group’s proper name.) The group is more of a philosophy than an organization, and has no formal membership roles or leadership. They take as their slogan, “No Compromise in Defense of Mother Earth,” and in 1985, Dave Foreman publishes Ecodefense: a Field Guide to Monkeywrenching which explains how to disable logging equipment and sabotage development projects.

-1990. A bomb explodes in the car of prominent Earth First! activists, Judy Bari and Darryl Cherney. The FBI publicly accuses Bari of having been transporting the bomb for terrorism, which she denies, pointing to numerous death threats she had received for her environmental work. In 2002 a jury orders the FBI and Oakland police to pay Bari’s estate $4.4 million for false arrest and violation of her First and Fourth Amendment rights.

-1996. Feeling that the tactics of Earth First! were not effective or radical enough, Jake Ferguson and friends commit the first Earth Liberation Front arsons in the United States at two Oregon ranger stations. The ELF looks to its sibling movement, the Animal Liberation Front (ALF), for inspiration and guidelines: 1) Cause as much economic damage as possible; 2) Use the actions to educate the public 3) Take all precautions to make sure no life is harmed in the actions. Many of the fires in the following years would be claimed in the name of both the ELF and the ALF.

As the ELF actions spread during the 90s and early 2000s, they were condemned by activists from the Sierra Club, Greenpeace, and even Earth First!.
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